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Overview

We would like to provide an insight into the work that we,
at Thomson Reuters, have been doing to ensure that our
research and know-how solutions remain invaluable to
the work that you do.
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Checklists and toolkits

Practice notes

Standard clauses

Standard documents

Ask queries published

+2,811

What’s Market deals

+14,549

Legal updates published

UK Acts

Welsh Acts

Scottish Acts

NI Acts

UK SIs

+346

Scottish SIs

NI SRs

UK Bills

Scottish Bills

Welsh Bills

Draft SIs

+363

Retained EU
legislation

Extempore Judgments

Law reports

Full text transcripts

Case digests

+20,193

Journal abstracts

+564

Full text journals

2.

GDPR privacy notice for
employees, workers and
contractors

3.

Website privacy policy (GDPR)

4.

Privacy standard (GDPR)

5.

Articles of association for a
public company limited by
shares incorporated under
the Companies Act 2006

Do you have a GDPR-compliant
data protection policy to use in the
staff handbook?

2.

Is there a difference between a
fair processing notice and privacy
notice under the GDPR?

3.

Can you backdate an agreement?

4.

Given the approach under
the GDPR to consent, should
employers cease including data
processing consent clauses in
employment contracts?

5.

Will the ECJ decision in King v Sash
Windows affect holiday pay?

Westlaw UK cases

Westlaw UK legislation

Companies Act 2006 c. 46

JSC BTA Bank v Ablyazov

2.

Lehman Brothers
International (Europe) (In
Administration), Re

3.

Property Alliance Group Ltd
v Royal Bank of Scotland Plc

2.

4.

Town and Country Planning
Act 1990 c. 8

Holyoake v Candy

3.

5.

Insolvency Act 1986 c. 45

Visit the Practical Law
and Westlaw UK What’s
New sites, and Books
on Westlaw site for
more information.

Makdessi v Cavendish
Square Holdings BV

4.

Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000 c. 8

5.

Civil Procedure Rules 1998/3132

1.

Chitty on Contracts

2.

White Book 2018

3.

Clerk & Lindsell on Torts

4.

McGregor on Damages

5.

Archbold Criminal
Pleading, Evidence
and Practice 2019

RESEARCH & KNOW-HOW

Asset purchase agreement

1.

1.

Books on Westlaw UK

1.

Practical Law Ask queries

Practical Law resources

Most
popular
resources

1.

2018

Highlights

2018
enhancement
highlights

In consultation with our customers, we have introduced new
functionality, developed existing features and delivered a
wealth of new content across our portfolio.

Practical Law

CONTENT

Scots law resources
FUNCTIONALITY

Search functionality

User interface refresh
A cleaner and more
consistent user
experience, with more
room to view resources.

Further search
improvements include
adjustable view settings,
improved performance and
enhanced filtering. You can
also run a search across
any topic, practice area or
Westlaw UK books page
saved to your favourites.

Expanded resource view
View your resource in full
screen mode so you can
avoid any distractions.

Table of contents
Jump to the information
you need more quickly with
clearer headings and section
tracking in the table as you
scroll through a resource.
Legal updates date filter
Narrow down your results and
find the relevant update using
the new date filter.

Capital markets
practice area

Coverage has expanded, with
resources designed to give legal
professionals working or advising
on matters in Scotland clear
guidance and a quality-assured
head start in their work.

New practice area
featuring resources on
equity and debt capital
markets, as well as
horizon scanning and
practical and technical
insights into transactions.

Brexit extended coverage

Autumn Budget 2018

Monthly bulletin
The new bulletin is the
one-stop shop that outlines
the key developments in a
practice area and provides
editorially curated commentary
on these developments in an
easy-to-read format.

Editors update existing
and publish new resources
detailing the implications of
Brexit for each practice area,
ensuring you are fully prepared
for the changes ahead.

Brexit Statutory Instruments (SIs)
Practical Law covers the main UK and EU
Brexit legal developments. To help you
track the SIs published by the government
under the EUWA, we have published a
new SI page on Practical Law along with
the new email alert, tracker document,
commentary and Brexit resources.

Browse our comprehensive
set of Budget resources,
including predictions,
thorough analysis, expert
commentary, comparison
scorecard and practice area
specific guidance.

Cross-border resource centre
New Intellectual Property
topic, featuring brand new &
existing resources.

Westlaw UK

FUNCTIONALITY

Books on Westlaw UK

Continuous reading mode
CONTENT
FUNCTIONALITY

Read consecutive pages of the book on a single web page using
‘reading mode’. You just keep scrolling and the content will keep
loading. It makes for a smoother, quicker read.

Immigration Rules

The new Westlaw UK
The new refreshed modern
interface host new features,
functionality such as enhanced
search, enhanced document
display, new personalisation,
key date calendars and
improved security.
Legislation version timeline
Quickly view and access past, present
and future versions of legislation.

Citation feature for
unreported cases
Easily find and cite
unreported cases.

Retained EU legislation
New legislation content now include the
body of EU law which the UK will adopt
once it leaves the European Union.

Personalisation features

An expansion of Policy and
Guidance resources now includes
the Immigration Rules.

Use the personalisation features to
mark favourite titles for easy access,
highlight text of high importance,
or add your own notes.

Draft Statutory Instruments
Clear access to the full text
and proposed amendments
to enacted and retained EU
legislation for a vast quantity
of draft Statutory Instruments.

Consolidated EU PDFs
The consolidated PDFs will
be updated whenever the
EU document is amended. In
addition, you can also view
the document in multiple
languages.

Intuitive publication pages
Welsh Assembly Bills
Westlaw UK’s Bills
coverage, which
provides access to
the full text, progress
tracking and proposed
amendments to
enacted legislation,
now extends to Welsh
Assembly Bills.

The new publication landing pages
allow you to view a title’s table
of contents as a single page or to
quickly access key references and
related resources.

Helpful navigation tools

Seamless interaction with
legal know-how resources
Seamlessly move from your
Practical Law legal know-how
resources to your commentary
titles, without logging in twice.

Expand your research with links to
cases and legislation
Access direct links within titles to cases
and legislation on Westlaw UK to enhance
and broaden your research.

Enhanced index

The intuitive index functionality
The improved table of contents
allows you to browse and search
makes it easier than ever to browse
all indexes, making it easier for
and navigate to parts of the title.
you to find the content you need.
The introduction of persistent
document headers means you’ll
Search and browse
never forget where you are
Search and browse the full list of available
when reading a title.
titles or use the filters to narrow titles by
topic, jurisdiction, publisher, in/out of
subscription or your favourite titles.

What’s next

2019
developments

Please note that 2019 new product developments are subject to change.

Practical Law
Sectors

Document alerts

New content and pages for
lawyers working in specific
sectors including energy,
financial institutions,
technology media &
telecommunications,
life sciences, and later
on consumer, and heavy
industry.

Set up email alerts to be
notified when maintained
documents have been
updated by our Editors, and
ensure you’re working with
the latest information.

User communities
A secure forum within
Practical Law for users to
ask each other questions,
receive peer guidance and
share feedback.

Customisable current
awareness
Customise the frequency
of emails and the content
you receive through a
dedicated online dashboard
in Practical Law for total
control of your
legal updates.

Interactive / visual
content

Document
enhancements

Practical Law Global
redesign

Flow charts, decision trees
and other visual diagrams
will be introduced to make
complex information
quicker to digest.

Experience improved access
and presentation of
MS Word documents,
forms and PowerPoints.

A redesigned Practical Law
Global homepage and
experience, including
enhanced Q&A comparison
tool.

Task-based browse
A task-based search and
browse experience for the
in-house resource centre,
giving you a new way to
manage the task at hand.

Brexit resources
Further Brexit feature
enhancements and
new content across all
practice areas to help you
understand the implications
of Brexit.

What’s Market
New deal types and
functionality, including
private deal data, search
enhancements, and browse by
sectors.

Books on
Westlaw UK

Westlaw UK
UK Codes Compare

Keeling Schedules

Court pages

Compare two versions
in a legislation version stack
and mark up differences
between them.

Access all the legislation
amended by a particular
Bill or draft SI. Ability to
deliver an Act or SI as
amended if a Bill or Draft
SI were to come into force
as currently published.

Court pages allow users to
browse case content by
selective courts, cases
heard by specific judges and
other key related materials.

UK/EU Legislation
Divergence Tracking
Ability to compare two
versions of legislative text
from retained EU legislation
and EU legislation.

Point in time
legislation PDFs
Deliver a “clean”
PDF of an Act or SI at a
particular point in time,
historical or future.

API and Academics feed
Integrate Westlaw UK
content via third party
systems using an API.
Academic bibliographic
systems will be able to
index and link to Westlaw
UK journals content.

Improved linking to
EU materials
Providing closer linking
between our UK cases
content and EU materials.

Autosuggest
Suggests titles you might
be looking for as you type in
the search box.

Alternative library view
Significant and
Guidance labels
These new case labels aim
to help users to quickly
identify significant and
guidance cases.

Welsh language
judgments
Users can access Welsh
language judgments for
selected cases.

New Westlaw UK case
citation
Easily find and cite
unreported cases using the
new Westlaw UK citation

Choose to see titles listed in
a grid with cover images or
as a simple list.

Search within library
page
Quickly find the title you’re
looking for rather than
scrolling through your full
library.

Publication landing
page icons
Quickly identify content
you’ve visited before,
personalised or added to a
folder, via useful icons in the
title’s table of contents.

Search headings within
a table of contents
Locate the names of pages
or sections within a title’s
table of contents.

